Taking interviews is good for your health!

Whaaat! Networking already?
Interviews at DSC are a great way to meet and develop a rapport with industry leaders, alumni (Directors and VP's); student executives. Who knows, you might be interacting with your future boss (scary!) or colleague (slightly better!)

Test drive before you buy
Don't judge a book by its cover - Interviews will give you a sneak peek into life and ethos of an institute, and encode and de-code critical perspectives for your career.

Chicken Soup for your career
At DSC, after 2 rounds of individual counselling, a grilling Personality Interview and interaction with an Alumni (who is also an industry leader); you will surely go being back feeling enriched and better equipped.

Constructive feedback can be a game changer
Find out where you cringe, where you stand out, where you smile and where you disappear. According to research, the first step to being successful in interviews is being willing to take them. Take the constructive criticism with a pinch of salt. Learn to crack it!

Sell brand 'U'
So you think you are smart and talented? Find out for yourself why a leading school should select you above other smart-Aless?
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